
89th Session of the Senate of the 
Associated Students 

Minutes for September 8th, 2021, at 5:30 P.M. 
Rita Laden Senate Chambers, 3rd Floor of the Joe Crowley Student Union & 

Zoom Meeting: Email senatesecretary@asun.unr.edu for details 

 
1. CALL MEETING TO ORDER 

Speaker Schein called the Senate of the Associated Students to order at 5:44 p.m. via the Rita Laden 
Senate Chambers, 3rd Floor of the Joe Crowley Student Union, and via Zoom conference call. 
Presiding Secretary, Hope Cronan and Legislative Clerk, Bre Czerlanis. 

 
2. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIENCE 

 

3. ROLL CALL 
Present: Speaker Schein and Senators Beltran, Bergren, Bowling, Fitzpatrick, Golish, Guevin, 
Howell, Jojan, Kidd, Luers, McNaught, Ngo, Nithyanandan, Noble, Pelayo, Pilks, Ramirez, Ribeiro, 
Rountree, Rowe, Shamim, and Thompson. 
 
Absent Excused: Senator Wise. 
 
A quorum was present. 

 
4. ADOPTION OF MINUTES 

There were no minutes approved at the time. 
 

5. PUBLIC COMMENT 
a. Center for Student Engagement Associate Director, Aja Butler 

• Associate Director Butler briefly introduced CSE’s new Coordinator of Democratic 
Engagement and Special Events, Becca Franssen. 

 
b. UNR Police Department AVP & Chief of Police, Eric James 

• Chief James introduced himself to the Senate and expressed the need for new camera 
surveillance systems at the university. Following Chief James’ public comment, the Senate 
asked a variety of questions regarding the general state of the department. Senators Kidd and 
Rowe asked about how the department planned to foster a more positive relationship with 
the student body, as well as if the department planned on continuing or expanding 
miscellaneous programs and educational services (e.g., self-defense courses). Additionally, 
Senators Jojan, Ribeiro, and Rowe inquired about the department’s problematic track record 
with minority students, alluding to several incidents that occurred before Chief James’ 
appointment in July 2021. Chief James cited logistical and funding issues as prohibitive 
factors of department initiatives; he then defended criticisms targeted at the department’s 
relationship with minority students by providing high student satisfaction data. Moreover, he 
promised to connect with students more extensively throughout the upcoming year and 
urged Senators to encourage their constituents to engage more actively with the department 
with regards to officer conduct complaints. Senators Howell, McNaught, and Rowe rebutted 
by sharing concerns about the department’s channels of student engagement (namely, the 
accessibility and efficacy of the department’s website and social media pages), which led 
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Senator Noble to ask Chief James if the department had been too “careless” in handling 
their messaging to the university. Chief James emphasized that communicating with students 
and maintaining unity are the department’s highest goals, summarizing his thoughts by 
saying that they all “need to work together” to solve systemic problems. 

 
c. Director of Athletics, Doug Knuth 

• Director Knuth gave a presentation proposing the construction of an indoor athletics 
facility, which would be used by students and student athletes during periods of inclement 
weather in Reno. He estimated that the cost of the “bubble house” would be around $6 
million, $3 million of which would likely be funded by University Athletics. He discussed the 
possibility of a student fee, which would be facilitated via a ballot question considered by the 
student body. Senators proceeded to provide feedback and insight into the proposal. 
Senators Kidd, McNaught, and Pilks inquired about the usefulness and accessibility of the 
facility, sharing concerns that the project would reinforce the perception that the university 
places too much money and too many resources into athletic pursuits. Senator Jojan asked 
for clarification into the estimate, and Director Knuth stated that estimates were outdated at 
the time and that his department was working on calculating an approximate figure to 
present to the Senate. Director Knuth concluded his public comment by specifying the 
location of the facility, stating that it would be in the north part of campus.  

 

• Speaker Schein inquired if any senators were interested in drafting legislation concerning the 
facility and potential student fee. Senators Howell, Pilks, Nithyanandan, Rountree, and 
Fitzpatrick each raised their hand. 

 
d. Director of Campus Wellness, Jiego Lim 

• Director Lim thanked Senators Jojan and Ribeiro for speaking out on behalf of minority 
students on campus during Chief James’ presentation. Director Lim then clarified that the 
student satisfaction survey cited by Chief James was not statistically viable since its 
respondents did not match the demographic of students disproportionately targeted by the 
department. 

 

6. RECEIPT OF PETITIONS AND CORRESPONDENCE TO THE SENATE AND 
REFERRAL 
There were no items to be heard under this agenda item at the time 
 

7. REPORTS OF ASUN OFFICERS 
a. President of the Associated Students, Austin Brown 

• Chief of Staff Samuelson delivered a written statement from President Brown, which 
detailed his involvement in the Vice President and Provost selection committee and listed 
meetings he had attended in the previous week. The report also stated President Brown’s 
plans to meet with the university chancellor and other officials in the upcoming week. 

 

• Senator Jojan asked if President Brown would ask the chancellor about NSHE’s mandatory 
student health insurance proposal, which had received widespread disapproval from students 
and resulted in the Senate passing legislation in opposition to the plan. Chief of Staff 
Samuelson stated that President Brown and Vice President Murphy would likely ask about 
the proposal.  
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b. Vice President of the Associated Students, Keegan Murphy 

• Speaker Schein shared a written report from Vice President Murphy, which outlined various 
meetings he had attended in the previous week as well as his progress on multiple projects 
and events. 

 
c. Chief Justice, Dionne Stanfill 

• Chief Justice Stanfill reported on the first in-person meeting of the Judicial Council, in which 
they discussed expectations for the upcoming year as well as preparations for the internship 
program. She stated that they were to meet again later in the evening to discuss potential 
tabling events and plan further involvement both within and beyond ASUN. She concluded 
her report by responding to Chief James’ public comment and reaffirming the council’s 
commitment in holding the university’s police department accountable. 

 
d. Chief of Staff, Parker Samuelson 

• Chief of Staff Samuelson reported on a tentative Winter Retreat date of January 29th-30th. 
She then discussed intern interviews and encouraged senators to fill out and submit the 
updated polo order form.  

 
e. Director of Clubs and Organizations, Nick Marimberga 

• Assistant Director Taylor delivered a written report from Director Marimberga. The report 
detailed the department’s progress planning both Club Renewal and the iLead event, which 
he anticipated would see involvement from over 100 on-campus clubs. The Director asked 
for help from ASUN officers to assist with workshops before sharing updates regarding the 
hiring of a new department officer. 

 
f. Director of Programming, Tara Okui 

• Director Okui reported on her department’s planning for Homecoming Week events, which 
would fall under the theme of “Paint the Town Blue.” She outlined the full schedule of 
events before sharing more specific updates concerning department operations, including 
the first department-wide meeting with Programming interns. 

 
g. Director of Legislative Affairs, Robert Resnik 

• Director Resnik reported on his departments’ planning on various events, including 
Constitution Day, the Voter Registration Drive, Coffee with Counselors, and Dumbbells for 
Democracy. He discussed his meeting with Senator Ngo for the Legislative Theatre event 
and shared his idea to bring back the ElectHER event. 

 

• Senator Ribeiro recommended that Director Resnik collaborate with the Reynolds School of 
Journalism for the ElectHER event, since the college had already planned on holding a 
similar event later in the year.  

 
h. Director of Diversity and Inclusion, Kaeli Britt 

• Director Britt reported on a variety of topics, including meeting with CSE officials for 
department training, meeting with Vice President Murphy regarding an athletics initiative, 
searching for panelist for the Proud to be LatinX Town Hall, an holding an event for 
National Coming Out Day. She also discussed meeting with the new commissioner 
nominees. 
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i. Director of Sustainability, Elizabeth Guillen 

• Speaker Schein read a written statement from Director Guillen, which discussed the 
upcoming RTC tabling event and her work alongside Director Matovina in marketing the 
SNIF grant. 

 
j. Director of Campus and Public Relations, Michala Matovina 

• Director Matovina reported on her meeting with Vice President Murphy, which concerned 
strategies for promoting athletic events on-campus. She also reported on her progress 
organizing the Hispanic Heritage Month event, the Meet Your Officer event, and Coffee 
with Constituents. Additionally, she announced that the ASUN website was recently updated 
to include officer bios. 

 
k. Director of Campus Wellness, Jiego Lim 

• Director Lim reported on the Club Fair Vaccine Clinic during Welcome Week, detailed his 
meetings regarding the mandatory health insurance proposal, shared his progress planning 
the Out or Not You Are Loved campaign, and discussed outreach for LGBTQIA+ 
legislation. 

 

• Speaker Schein asked if any senators wanted to collaborate with Director Lim on 
LGBTQIA+ legislation. Senators Jojan, Rowe, Bowling, Ngo, Kidd, Rountree, and 
Fitzpatrick indicated their interest. 

 
l. Attorney General, Nour Sarsangi 

• Speaker Schein read a written statement from Attorney General Sarsangi, which reported on 
on her progress drafting SAS-related legislation. 

 
Senator Bergren exited the room at 6:49 p.m. 

 
m. Senate Secretary, Hope Cronan 

• Secretary Cronan reported on the hiring of two secretaries, stating that she would be meeting 
with them for training and orientation in the following week. She asked if there were any 
issues with the senate outreach form; no senators reported any issues at the time.  

 
n. Speaker of the Senate, Jakob Schein 

• Speaker Schein reported on various legislative projects and meetings with CSE and 
university officials. He discussed Senator Noble’s Coffee with Constituents event and 
encouraged the senate to hold similar outreach/tabling events in the future. 

 

8. REPORT OF THE SENATE COMMITTEES 
a. Chair, Committee on Academics and Student Affairs, Senator Kidd 

• Senator Kidd outlined various items of business she planned to discuss at the upcoming 
Committee meeting, which included a presentation from Vice President for Student Services 
Shannon Ellis, the approval of minutes, and the appointment of liaison positions. 

 
b. Chair, Committee on Budget and Finance, Senator Ramirez 

• Senator Ramirez reported on her committee’s upcoming meeting, where she planned on 
discussing issues with the ASUN budget and developing “tips and tricks” for departments 
struggling to utilize their full funding allotment.  

 
Senator Guevin exited the room at 6:58 p.m. 
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c. Chair, Committee on Democratic Civic Engagement, Senator Ngo 

• Senator Ngo reported on the recent committee meeting, in which they discussed the Service 
Palooza event and the upcoming Veterans Day Luncheon. She then outlined the items of 
business for the following meeting. 

 
Senator Guevin entered the room at 7:00 p.m. 

 
d. Chair, Committee on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion, Senator Beltran 

• Senator Beltran reported that the committee would meet the following week. 
 

e. Chair, Committee on Government Operations, Senator Pelayo 

• Senator Pelayo reflected on her committee’s role in facilitating S.B. 89 – An Act to Update 
Senator Titles in the SAS. She then discussed the committee’s recent meeting, in which they 
discussed committee goals, the governing documents, and issues with quorum. 

 
f. Chair, Committee on Safety, Sustainability, and Wellness, Senator Luers 

• Senator Luers reported on his committee’s priorities, which included outreach to campus 
dining. 

 
g. Parliamentarian, Senator Guevin 

• Senator Guevin addressed confusion surrounding quorum for committee meetings. He 
outlined the de facto equation for quorum and encouraged that the senate draft legislation to 
clarify the procedure in the SAS. 

 
h. Speaker Pro-Tempore, Senator Ribeiro 

• Senator Ribeiro reported on her attendance at internship interviews and detailed her 
progress developing the internship program curriculum. She thanked Senator Golish for 
assisting her with the program in the past week. 

 

• Senator Jojan asked for clarification regarding internship interest, echoing Chief of Staff 
Samuelson’s comments about there being more applicants than positions. Senator Ribeiro 
speculated that more positions may have been opened to match the applicant numbers. 

 
i. Chair, Committee on Oversight, Speaker Schein 

• Speaker Schein reported on the upcoming Oversight meeting, in which the committee 
planned on hearing outreach updates from Senators Bergren and Nithyanandan. 

 

9. COMMENTS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS 
There were no comments or announcements at the time 

 
10. MOTIONS TO FAST-TRACK APPOINTMENTS 

a. Department of Diversity and Inclusion Appointments 

• Motion from Senator Jojan: Motion to fast-track the appointment of Maya Flores to the 
Office of Commissioner of Marketing and Outreach for the Department of Diversity and 
Inclusion, as well as Leilani Harris to the Office of Commissioner of Social Policy and 
Justice for the Department of Diversity and Inclusion, through unanimous consent. 
Seconded by: Senator Noble. 
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• Speaker Schein asked if there was any dissent to the motion. There was no dissent at the 
time. 

 

• Resolved: Motion carried. 
 

Senator Bergren entered the room at 6:52 p.m. 
 

11. APPROVAL OF APPOINTMENTS OF SENATORS AND ASUN OFFICIALS 
There were no nominations submitted at the time. 
 

12. VETO MESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENT 
There were no veto messages at the time. 
 

13. CONSENT AGENDA 
a. Department of Diversity and Inclusion Appointments 

• Director Britt briefly introduced Ms. Flores and Ms. Harris to the senate body. 
 

• Motion from Senator Ngo: Motion to approve the appointments of Maya Flores and 
Leilani Harris to the Department of Diversity and Inclusion through unanimous consent. 
Seconded by: Senator Guevin. 

 

• Speaker Schein asked if there was any dissent to the motion. There was no dissent at the 
time. 

  

• Resolved: Motion carried. 
 

• Speaker Schein administered the oath of office to Commissioners Flores and Harris. 
 

14. FIRST READING OF LEGISLATION 
a. The following legislation was submitted to the Speaker of the Senate 

a. S.R. 89 – A Resolution in Support of Mandatory Vaccination for In-Person 
Attendance 

b. S.B. 89 – An Act to Update Senator Titles in the SAS 
c. S.B. 89 – An Act to Amend the Statutes of the Associated Students for the 

Inclusion of New Secretarial Duties 
 

15. MOTIONS TO FAST-TRACK LEGISLATION 
a. S.B. 89 – A Resolution in Support of Mandatory Vaccination for In-Person Attendance 

• Motion from Senator Shamim: Motion to fast-track S.B. 89 – A Resolution in Support of 
Mandatory Vaccination for In-Person Attendance through unanimous consent. 
Seconded by: Senator Ngo. 

 

• Speaker Schein asked if there was any dissent to the motion. There was no dissent at the 
time. 

 

• Resolved: Motion carried. 
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16. REFERRALS TO COMMITTEE 
a. S.B. 89 – An Act to Amend the Statutes of the Associated Students for the Inclusion of 

New Secretarial Duties 

• Motion from Senator Ribeiro: Motion to refer S.B. 89 – An Act to Amend the Statutes of 
the Associated Students for the Inclusion of New Secretarial Duties to the Committee on 
Government Operations through unanimous consent. 
Seconded by: Senator Guevin. 

 

• Speaker Schein asked if there was any dissent to the motion. There was no dissent at the 
time. 

 

• Resolved: Motion carried. 
 

17. SECOND READING OF LEGISLATION 
a. The following legislation was submitted to the Speaker of the Senate: 

a. S.R. 89 – A Resolution in Support of Mandatory Vaccination for In-Person 
Attendance 

• Motion from Senator Nithyanandan: Motion to approve S.R. 89 – A Resolution 
in Support of Mandatory Vaccination for In-Person Attendance. 
Seconded by: Senator Rowe. 

 

• Senator Noble delivered a presentation in support of the legislation, which would 
reaffirm the senate’s support for a COVID-19 vaccination mandate for university 
students. The legislation also sought to empower the Director of Campus Wellness 
“to pursue policy, programming, and resources” with regards to COVID-19 
vaccination programs. 

 
Senator Kidd exited the room at 7:15 p.m. 

 

• Senator Thompson discussed recent data and messaging from the Center for 
Disease Control and contextualized it to the university’s current vaccination rates. 
He stated that the university already enforced vaccine mandates and that this 
legislation would be an appropriate measure considering the emergence of several 
COVID-19 variant strands. 

 

• Senator Rowe discussed her role in wording the mandate portion of the first 
“Resolved” clause. She addressed the constitutionality of vaccine mandates and 
echoed Senator Thompson’s remarks about the university’s current vaccination 
policies. 

 

• Senator Shamim discussed the petition cited in the second page of the legislation, 
and Senator Fitzpatrick emphasized the role of faculty members in encouraging 
vaccinations. 

 

• Senator Ribeiro asked how Director Lim’s role in promoting COVID-19 
vaccinations would change following the passage of the legislation. Senator Noble 
stated that Director Lim played a minor, yet significant role in the wording of the 
legislation. Senator Ribeiro then encouraged the legislation authors to “touch base” 
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with the Director to help him formulate plans for increasing COVID-19 vaccination 
rates on-campus. 

 
Senator Jojan exited the room at 7:27 p.m. 

 

• Vote: 18 in favor, 0 against, 0 abstained. 
 

• Resolved: Motion carried. 
 

b. S.B. 89 – An Act to Update Senator Titles in the SAS 

• Motion from Senator Ribeiro: Motion to approve S.B. 89 – An Act to Update 
Senator Titles in the SAS. 
Seconded by: Senator Ngo. 

 

• Senator Kidd delivered a brief presentation in support of the legislation, which 
updated the title of “Senator for the College of Community Health Sciences” to 
“Senator for the School of Public Health.” 

 

• Vote: 20 in favor, 0 against, 0 abstained. 
 

• Resolved: Motion carried. 
 

c. S.B. 89 – An Act to Amend the Statutes of the Associated Students for the 
Inclusion of New Secretarial Duties 

• There was no action on the legislation at the time. 
 

18. MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS 
a. Senate Committee Changes and Additions 

There were no changes or additions at the time 
 

Senator Jojan entered the room at 7:29 p.m. 
 

b. Senator Reports 

• Senator Golish 

• Senator Golish reported on his liaison position. He discussed meeting with the Director 
of Fitness, sitting in on interviews for the internship program for Senator Ribeiro, and 
discussing Title IX issues with university officials. 

 

• Senator Pilks 

• Senator Pilks reported on collaborating with business students and finance professors, 
working on his financial literacy initiatives, and managing funding grants for the College 
of Business. He provided background on the grant’s donors before concluding his 
report. 
 

• Senator Pelayo 

• Senator Pelayo reported on her work alongside Senator Leurs to reorganize the 
Elections Codes. She stated that the legislation would be ready to present at an 
upcoming senate meeting. 
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c. Legislation Tracker Update 

• Speaker Schein received updates from senators regarding present and future legislation. 
 

19. COMMENTS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS 
a. Senator for College of Liberal Arts, Senator Ngo 

• Senator Ngo reported on her attendance at the recent Department of Legislative Affairs 
meeting. She encouraged senators to attend executive meetings, and to consider participating 
in the Thought on Tap event as a panelist. 

 
b. Senator for the College of CABNR, Senator Shamim 

• Senator Shamim delivered a follow-up on the proposed Vaccine Seminar event. 
 

c. Senator for the College of Liberal Arts, Senator Noble 

• Senator Noble announced his intention to hold a second Coffee with Constituents event. 
 

d. Senator for the College of Liberal Arts, Senator Rowe 

• Senator Rowe notified the senate about upcoming Suicide Awareness Month events. 
 

e. Legislative Clerk, Breanna Czerlanis 

• Legislative Clerk Czerlanis reminded senators to send her their legislation before they submit 
it for first reading. 

 
f. Senator for the School of Journalism, Senator Ribeiro 

• Senator Ribeiro briefly discussed student employee requirements. 

 
20. PUBLIC COMMENT 

a. CSE Associate Director, Aja Butler 

• Associate Director Butler reminded senators to provide proof of COVID-19 vaccination if 
they had not done so already. 

 
21. ADJOURNMENT 

Speaker Schein adjourned the meeting at 7:50 p.m. via the Rita Laden Senate Chambers, 3rd Floor of 
the Joe Crowley Student Union, and via Zoom conference call. 


